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We are three weeks into the first 
half and also in middle of the three 
weeks on our calendar. It is perhaps 
a reminder for us to focus on what is 
important. Because in looking back at 
our week in camp and what a week 
it was! From American Dream water 
park (which way was the exit to the 
bus again?) to flippin out trampolines, 
it was a week filled with excitement 
and ok fine a little rain. But what really 
makes our days fulfilling are the way 
in which we react to our teammate 
when they hit or miss a shot. Can we 
control ourselves at a time of disap-
pointment? Do we look to make sure 
everyone on our team has played? If 
we take the time to focus on oth-
ers, then in turn our week will be 
even more exciting. Because not only 
will we have the memories of trips, 
leagues, entertainers… but we will also 
be impacted in a positive way for life. 
Have a great Shabbos, 
Rabbi Schonfeld
Rabbi Kramer  
Rabbi Kessel 
Shimmy and Ezra

I took a survey of 30 Campers (and 
Head Staff) and here’s what Eeshay 
thinks: 

Ez: “Which Pizza is the best 
(in your city)?” 

Survey sEz: 
“Teddy’s”: 18
“Prima”: 11 
“Bravo’s”: 1

Ez: “What was the most 
fun part of the American 
Dream Waterpark?”

Survey sEz: 
“Wave Pool”: 8
“The Blue Slide”
(circles the entire park): 8 
“Lazy River”: 5 (Hahn still 
has tubes in his nightmares)
“The Drop #148Club: 4
“Orange Slide”
(sudden drops): 3

Ez: “If you would recieve 
one million dollars to beat 
Ezra in a game (played in 
Eeshay), which game would 
you choose?”
Survey sEz:
“H.O.R.S.E”: 8 
“Basketball 1 on 1”: 8 
“Ping Pong”: 4
“Settlers Of Catan”: 3 
(tourney Monday!)
“Anything”: 2
“Trash Talking”: 1 
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Sparks
Of

Survey sEZ Dear Campers. . .

R Kessel: Effie Feintuch, AM Kramer

R Halberstadt: Yoni Tandhasetti, Asher Nochlin

R Shulman: Aryeh Schimmel, Menachem Cohen 

R Shulgasser: Yissacher Lowy, Nachum Kagan Fiddle: 

Eli Rivkin, Aharon Septimus

Reb Shimmy: Yehuda Wietschner

Talmidei HaShavua



E-LeagueE-League

This Week In Camp

League Standings

Krimsky eurostep... then hits his 3rd 3 of the championships... T Schechter smooth one hand grab on the mound... Goder 
euro and 1 in championships... Fragen a vacuum in EFL... Schechter down 23 leads team back to win... Bison trample for a 
shut out in the WBC championship... American Dream... Meir Kagan huge rejection... and the staredown... A Snitow no look 
assists... Zharkin kick return TD to strat the season... Mittel 23 points in the first half... S Goder drains threes and leads team 
to victory... Wietschner climbs the ladder for the catch... Mittel goal to give them the lead... Tendler plays goalie and gets the 
shutout... Schechter dominating at goalie... Lazar two trampoline shots in 3-1... Pollack tip drill TD... Hahn full field TD run... 
S Stein one handed catch... Schechter drop sthe defender and gets the first... Hahn dime for 80 yard juggling TD to end the 
half... Zolty 2 HR... Needle opposite field grand slam... Hahn runs the field for the TD... Wietschner tucks in his flags... G Sashitz-
ky mosses 2 people for the conversion... Danto wont score to run the clock... Hahn with the huge rejection... S Lazar to Davis 
full field TD... Kruter perfect punt... S Lazar tips to himself for the pick... Pomper putting down blocks... Normand hat trick... 
Kagan hat trick... Muehlgay mosses him for the TD... Goder bomb to J Greenberg... S Lazar tiptoes down the sideline for the 
TD... J Greenberg full field pick 6... S Stern tip drill TD to tie it up... Kaniel brings his slurpee on the mound... S Lazar talks about 
how well N Lazar is doing... Pomper throws him out at the plate to save the game... Schechter gets the shutout... Goder 4 
goals... Lazar climbs the ladder to rob a hit... Goldschmidt tip drill TD... Glassberg pick 6 for the lead... and gets another one... 
Feit to captain Glass for the win... Hahn halfcourt shot in dodgeball... D Needle gets A Needle out in gaga... Besser wins the 
card that says you get mentioned in sparks... Frolich 99 yard TD run... G Sashitzky 3 first half TD... Captain Ament with 6 goals 
against the undefeated stars... Schechter with 7 goals to win 15-1... Traiger tip drill TD... J Greenberg one handed TD... Traiger 
kick return TD... Frohlich picks it off his foot for his 4th of the game... Traiger picks it off and jukes for the TD... finishes with 6... 
Krew score 44 unanswered in comeback win... M Cohen 4 RBI... Altschuller swings the bat... Feit opposite field HR... Pomper 2 
halfcourt goals for the hat trick... scores all 5 of his teams goals to take down Judah... N Lazar hat trick... Frisbee golf... Eeshay 
takes down old timers... until next week...

Overheard In Eeshay:
“Is Rabbi Schonfeld playing for the alumni 

team?“
 Clifton Division Clifton Division

Tel Aviv 5-1Tel Aviv 5-1
Rome 4-2Rome 4-2
Paris 2-4Paris 2-4
Vegas 1-5Vegas 1-5

Teams W L
Canada 2 1

USA 2 1
Russia 2 1

Sweden 0 3

WBCWBC

Hockey olympicsHockey olympics

Eeshay really is the camp that never sleeps!  
Wait... we’re starting camp at 6 PM? You sure it’s not a typo? Are you sure? Please double check be-
cause I don’t want to have rally towels that say “6PM” on them. #typo #backwardstshirts #onfire 
Now, I want to take a moment to honor those whose bravery deserves respect, whose courage inspires 
all. The men and boys of our dear camp, who put their wellbeing at risk in hope of a better tomorrow- 
THE 148 CLUB. Dropping  from 148 feet in the air to the pool of water below. That’s crazy! The only 
way I would do that is if there is a counselor below and, when I land on him, i get to keep what’s in his 
pocket. #sushi #dirtysock 
The truth is, all of the campers in Eeshay are part of something special. This week, you guys made 
history, for real. In 9 years, this is the first time league teams have been drafted and run solely by the 
campers! And it has been awesome so far. #pump #EeshayHYPE It is fitting that on the week you guys 
made Eeshay history, we played a staff game against pieces of ancient Eeshay history. Rabbi Schonfeld 
even had some assists! #thenewera 
It was a battle of era’s, a fight to see who is superior, the Eeshay of yore, or the Eeshay we rock today. I 
think the game answers the question.  
Always #ONFIRE, 
Ez

Teams W L
Axe 2 1

Gillette 2 1
Old Spice 1 2

Right Guard 1 2

 Passaoic Division Passaoic Division
Pack 5-1Pack 5-1
Stars 4-2Stars 4-2

Warriors 4-2Warriors 4-2
Gents 3-3Gents 3-3
Krew 3-3Krew 3-3
Squad 2-4Squad 2-4
Spiders 2-4Spiders 2-4

Boyz 1-5Boyz 1-5

From The Desk Of Ez the Prez

Teams W L
Puma 3 0
Adidas 1 1

Nike 1 2
Under Armour 0 2


